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Business continuity is
top of mind for IT leaders
The way we work has changed, and with this shift,
business continuity has become a top priority for IT
leaders. Now, IT leaders must focus on preventing
interruptions to mission-critical services and facilitate
continued productivity as if it’s business as usual.
With the right tools, processes, and technology, IT
teams can restore full function for the organization
quickly and easily, even in the event of a disaster.
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The move to cloud-delivered services for

Zscaler cloud. With Zscaler’s Disaster Recovery,

storage, computing, and security has benefited

customers have control over what business-

organizations with flexible and scalable systems,

critical private or SaaS applications users can

along with the added benefits of business

access during an outgate to the Zscaler

continuity and reduced IT cost and complexity.

global cloud.

Even with these advantages, organizations are
looking to optimize business continuity in the face
of disastrous events such as natural disasters,
physical attacks, or nation-state threats.

Users connect to critical private applications
through Zscaler Private Access (ZPA) Private
Service Edge—which is a locally deployed
version of the Zscaler cloud—and to critical SaaS

The Zscaler cloud offers flexibility, scalability, and

applications and the internet via policies that are

full security for users trying to access applications

saved in the AWS S3 instance. Any customer that

from anywhere. We aim to create a seamless and

has Zscaler Client Connector installed can utilize

secure experience for the users and administrators

Zscaler’s Disaster Recovery solution, and through

by providing robust, resilient cloud infrastructure.

the customer-initiated DNS-based DR trigger,

We currently do this with regional redundancy,

customers have the ability to determine and

standbys of core infrastructure, operational drills,

control when to turn on Disaster Recovery.

and procedure planning, as well as by providing
staffing coverage. In the event of a disaster, the
Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange is now able to support
continued access to critical apps with Zscaler’s new
Disaster Recovery solution.

Robust and comprehensive
disaster recovery solution
Zscaler’s Disaster Recovery solution for the cloud
provides uninterrupted operations for users. With
this solution, users are able to access missioncritical applications even during a black swan event.
Zscaler’s Disaster Recovery is a customer-controlled
business continuity solution to keep organizations
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operational even during a catastrophic event that
may affect the Zscaler cloud. Zscaler’s Disaster
Recovery solution is initiated by updating the
DNS TXT record. When a Disaster Recovery is
initiated, Zscaler’s Disaster Recovery provides a
path for users connecting from anywhere to access
mission-critical private and Saas applications and
the internet without the need to connect to the
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For secure private application access,

options for disaster recovery. These controls are

administrators can enable disaster recovery within

provided via the Zscaler Client Connector and

Zscaler for critical application segments, App

configured in the Zscaler Portal:

Connector groups, and ZPA Private Service Edge

• Fail Open: In an unlikely outage event with Zscaler

groups to ensure business continuity in the event
of a disaster scenario that impacts the global ZPA
cloud infrastructure.
• Access to customer-identified critical
applications: ZPA customers can pre-identify
applications that are critical to business
continuity within the ZPA dashboard to make
sure users have access to those applications
during a DR event.
For secure access to applications on the
internet through Zscaler Internet Access (ZIA),
administrators can choose from the following
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Cloud, users go directly outbound to the internet.
This does however come with a risk of giving all
users unfettered access to any website on the
internet with no security restrictions.
• Controlled Fail Open - Access to Zscaler
predefined list of internet destinations: Users
continue to have access to the most common and
critical applications on the web, such as Office
365 and Google Workspace, among many others.
This list is created and maintained by Zscaler and
hosted on AWS so that it is still available while the
Zscaler Cloud is recovering from an outage event.
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Customers have the flexibility to add their own

During normal operations, access to mission-

list of internet websites to this predefined list.

critical applications is brokered via the Zscaler

Any website outside of this predefined list will

Zero Trust Exchange. In the event of a disaster,

be blocked, and this will be enforced at the user

all connections to private apps will be brokered

endpoint via Zscaler Client Connector. Zscaler

through the ZPA Private Service Edge, which is

Client connector will periodically download this

installed locally, and all connections to the internet

list to keep it refreshed and accurate.

and SaaS applications are enforced through

• Fail Close: Customers who are very security
conscious and would not like the users to
access anything on the internet without ZIA can
stop all access.

policies saved in the AWS S3 bucket. This results
in a seamless experience for the user during an
unprecedented disaster event. Upon restoration
of Zscaler Cloud functionality, the product can
be returned back to normal operation to take full

Enabling disaster recovery ensures business

advantage of the Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange

continuity in the event of a disaster scenario that

to enable the best of zero trust security and

impacts the global Zscaler cloud infrastructure.

connectivity. Zscaler Zero Trust Exchange provides

This implementation enables continued seamless

full flexibility for business continuity with unrivaled

access to critical applications for users from

security and a seamless user experience.

anywhere in the world.

Key Benefits of Zscaler’s Disaster Recovery
• Minimal interruption to operations for customers during a disaster event
• Access to mission-critical applications even during a black swan event
• Increased solution reliability for application access with Zscaler
• Cost savings from having one platform to manage for application access both during
normal operation and DR
• Potential savings by avoiding productivity loss due to gaps during a disaster
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